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ABSTRACT high-dimensional tensor space and recognition methods op-
erating directly on this space suffer from the curse of dimen-

This paper solves the gait recognition problem in a multilin- sinalityc[4] ow th eentr ofgai s uete sequenc
ear principal component analysis (MPCA) framework. Gait are often highly correlated with surrounding entries and these
sequences are naturally described as tensor objects and fea- gait sequences are highly constrained. They will in fact be
ture extraction for tensor objects is important in computer vi- confined to a gait (tensor) subspace.
sion and pattern recognition applications. Classical principal Dimensionality reduction is commonly used to transform
component analysis (PCA) operates on vectors and it is not di- a high-dimensional data set into a low-dimensional subspacerectly applicable to gait sequences. This work introduces an while retainin most of the underlyin structure in the data
MPCA framework for feature extraction from gait sequences g. y g . a

by seeking a multilinear projection onto a tensor subspace of [5.PicplCmoetAays(C)isalsialin
ear technique for dimensionality reduction but for direct ap-lower dimensionality which captures most of the variance of plication on gait sequences, it needs to reshape (vectorize)

the original gait samples. A subset of the extracted eigen- these tensor objects into vectors in a very high-dimensional
tensors are selected and the classical LDA is then applied. .

r
. . .

In experiments, gait recognition results are reported on the space,mresuthinginehightcomputation andm ordeman
GatChlegedt st uigth rpoe slton h Furthermore, the reshaping breaks the structure and correla-Gait Challenge data sets using the proposed solution. tion in the original data and thus the redundancy and struc-

results indicate that with a simple design, the proposed algo- tur in th .rgnldt sntfll rsre.Teeoe' ~~~~~turein the original data iS not fully preserved. Therefore, arithm outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithms. dimensionality reduction algorithm operating directly on the
gait sequences in their tensor representation rather than their

1. INTRODUCTION vectorized versions is desirable. Nevertheless, this approach
is not well researched and most of the gait recognition algo-

Gait recognition [1,2], the identification of individuals in video rithms in the literature extract features based on frame-by-
sequences by the way they walk, has recently gained signifi- frame processing and they are not fully utilizing the spatial
cant attention. This interest is strongly motivated by the need and temporal correlations in the data [1, 3, 6]. Recently, an
for automated person identification system at a distance in attempt has been made to solve the gait recognition problem
visual surveillance and monitoring applications in security- by extending PCA to the multilinear case [7], where higher
sensitive environments, e.g., banks, parking lots, and airports, order SVD (HOSVD) [8] truncation has been used.
where other biometrics such as fingerprint, face or iris infor- In this paper, as a further development of [7], a new mul-
mation are not available at high enough resolution for recog- tilinear principal component analysis (MPCA) formulation is
nition [3]. Furthermore, night vision capability is usually im- proposed for dimensionality reduction and feature extraction
possible with other biometrics due to the limited signature in in gait recognition. Operating directly on the original gait
the IR image [3]. Gait is a complex spatio-temporal biometric data in their tensorial representation, the proposed MPCA is
characteristic that can address the problems above. a multilinear algorithm performing dimensionality reduction

Most of the gait recognition algorithms proposed in the in all modes by seeking a number of bases in each mode that
literature take gait silhouette sequences as the input, which allows most of the variations in the original gait samples to
are three-dimensional objects naturally represented as third- be captured by the projected features. Section 2 presents the
order tensors, with the spatial row, column and the temporal new MPCA framework and in Section 3, an MPCA-based gait
modes for the three dimensions. They are specified in a very recognition system that performs LDA on selected gait fea-

tures obtained directly from gait samples represented as ten-
The authors would like to thank Prof. Sarkar from the USE for providing so obet is decibd Exeietlrslsoatrcg

the Gait Challenge data sets. Support provided by the Centre of Excellence -
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versity Labs - at the University of Toronto is also acknowledged. posed algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art gait recogni-
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tion algorithms. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and Unfortunately, there is no known optimal solution to si-
discusses future works. multaneously optimize the N projection matrices. Since the

projection to an Nth-order tensor subspace can be decom-
2. THE MPCA FRAMEWORK posed into N projections to N vector subspaces, N optimiza-

tion subproblems can be obtained by finding each f(W max-
An Nth-order tensor X is in the tensor (multilinear) space imizing the scatter in the n-mode vector subspaces.
RII 023 RI2 ... 0 IN where 0 denotes the Kronecker prod- The following theorem provides the theoretical fundamen-
uct and RII, IR2 ... ,RIN are the N vector (linear) spaces. For tals for the framework introduced. The proof of the theorem
gait sequences, the corresponding tensor space is very high- and additional information, such as the relationship with PCA
dimensional and a class of gait sequences typically are em- and 2DPCA, can be found in [9].
bedded in a tensor subspace (or manifold). Thus, a tensor sub- Theorem 1. Let {U(n), n = 1, N} be the solution to
space can be found so that it captures most of the variations in Equation (1). Then, for given U(1() ..., 1.(n-l), U(n+l).
the collection of the original gait samples and it can be used U(N), the matrix U(n) consists of the Pn eigenvectors corre-
to extract features for applications such as gait recognition. sponding to the largest Pn eigenvalues of the matrix
To achieve this objective, Pn < In orthonormal basis vectors
(principle axes) of the n-mode linear space RIl are sought for M - T

Z (Xn) =-X(.)U~U4~T (Xm() - Xeach n and a tensor subspace RLlP,1 (0 RP2 ... 0 RPN is formed m (X.(n) X(n)) CJn)U> (Xm(n) X(n)
by these linear subspaces. Let f(n) denote the In x Pn matrix (2)
containing the Pn orthornormal n-mode basis vectors. The where j(U(n+l) 0 0 U(N) (® (j(1) (® .(n-1)
projection of X onto the tensor subspace RP1 0& RP2 ... 0& RPN

w

is defined as Y= XxU()T x2(j x NU(N)T Since U * U> Wdepends on .U ~(1), .... ,j(n-),j(n+),
..,U(N), the optimization of P(n) depends on the projec-

2.1. The MPCA algorithm tions in other modes and there is no closed form solution to
this maximization problem. Instead, an iterative solution was

In this section, a multilinear principal component analysis itoue yTerm1 h nu atsmls(stnos^ l~~~~~~~~~~~~ntroducedby Theorem 1: The input gait samples (as tensors)
(MPCA) solution to the problem of dimensionality reduction are centered and properly initialized, the projection matrices
for gait sequences is introduced based on the analysis intro- are computed one by one with all the others fixed (local op-
duced in [9]. The problem to be solved is formally stated as timization) according to Theorem 1. The local optimization
follows: procedure can be repeated until convergence with each iter-

A set of M training gait samples {X1, X2,. XM} is ation guaranteeing an improvement of the objective function
available. Each gait sample Xn C R"XI2 X...XIN assumesaalbeEa gatsmlXIX2 XIXN assumes Ty, in a similar fashion as the alternating least-squares (ALS)
values in the tensor space RI ( R2 ... ( IRIN, where In method [10].
is the n-mode dimension of the gait tensor. The objective In the following, several issues related to the application
of MPCA is to find a multilinear transformation {j(n) E of the MPCA algorithm to the problem of gait feature ex-RInXPn~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~onh MPC1loh th prole

mapinfromtheur orgnax-ienoxPn n= 1,... N} mapping from the original gait tensor traction are discussed: the initialization, the termination cri-
space RI1 (& R 12 ... (&3 RIN into a tensor subspace RP1 (& RP2spacI& 0PN(with P. 0 IRNntoaftensor subspace,N)Yn 0x1R teria, the determination of the subspace dimensionality and
0. IRPN (WithP2<.In, for WIn 1,..-MN): Ym =Xm x the computational complexity.
U(1)X (2U().XU(N), m 1,...,M,suchthat{Ym
RP1 0& RP2 ... 0 IRPNm 1 M} captures as much as 2.2. Initialization and termination
possible the variations in the original gait samples, where the
variations are measured by the total scatter defined below. Full projection truncation (FPT) is used to initialize the MPCA

Definition 1. Let {AM, m = 1 M} be a set ofM gait iteration. Here, the term full projection refers to the multilin-
samlples in RI~1 0}tI~2 0 IIN The total scatter of these ear projection for MPCA with Pn = In for n = 1, ..., N, and
samples is defined as: TA Z~$-AmM - A where in this case, U>(n) .UT(n) is an identity matrix and (n) is re-

samples~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ue to
defneas:

*
=

m=1l 4m- 1lFwer T
A isthe mean sample calculated as A 1A -EM Am ducedto(n)* = Em=1 (Xm(n) - X(n))(Xm(n) - X(n))

isM Z-~dM=1 Now b (n) * is determined by the input gait samples only and is
Based on Definition 1, the objective function of MPCA is independent on other projection matrices. The optimal (n)

to determine the N projection matrices { j(n) R X Pn, n U is then obtained as the eigenvectors of 4I(n)* directly
1, ...~ N} that maximize the total tensor scatter Ty~: without iteration, and the total scatter Tx in the original data{Un) n1, ....,N}=arg max 'Iy. ............(1)is fully captured but dimensionality is not reduced. By writ-

u(l)u(2)).... u(X)ing the projection in the form of (4), each gait sample in the
Here, the dimensionality Pr, for each mode is assumed to be class can then be written as a linear combination of P1 x P2 x
known or pre-determined. Discussions on how to determine ..x PN rank-i tensors 241P2 PN = (up) (p2) o ..................ouN)
Pr, when it is not given will be presented later. which are named as eigentensors in this paper.
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Keeping the first Pn, columns of the full projection matrix tion. Hence, memory requirements for the MPCA algorithm
UW in n-mode for all n gives an initial projection matrix can be as low as O(H$, In,) and MPCA computes the solu-
U(n). This solution is close to the (local) optimal solution and tion without requiring all gait samples in the memory. This is
it is a good point to start the iterations in MPCA. This initial- a major advantage of MPCA, especially for large databases,
ization is equivalent to the MPCA solution based on HOSVD compared with approaches forming an (N + 1)th-order ten-
truncation in [7]. sor for Nth-order tensor gait samples to perform HOSVD [7],

The termination criterion is to be determined using the which imposes very high memory requirement and increases
objective function 'Iy. In particular, the iterative procedure is the time complexity as well.
terminated if (yk- Yk I ) < rT, where Tyk and Tyk 1 are
the results from the kth and (k - l)th iterations, respectively. 3 GAIT RECOGNITION USING MPCA PLUS LDA
In addition, the maximum number of iterations allowed is set
to K for computational consideration.

In the problem of gait recognition, the input data are gait im-
age sequences with very high-dimensionality. The projection

2.3. Determination of the subspace dimensionality matrices {U(n), n = 1,
...
N} obtained through maximizing

When Pn for each n is not specified, a method named Q Ty of a set of training gait samples {X m ,= M}
based method is proposed to determine them. From the def- through MPCA can be used on these sequences in their natu-

inition of the Frobenius norm, ~~A ~~F=~~A(n,) ~Fl Thus, ral tensor representation for dimensionality reduction and fea-

MhA ture extraction. The gait recognition system through MPCA
Y m=l plus LDA is depicted in Fig. 1. As in other biometric recogni-

Ym( Y() l2=E =ln)*, n= 1,..i., N, where
in) tion problems, such as human identification using fingerprints

is the i n-mode eigenvalue (thus A)1* 1 A(2)* or faces, there are two types of gait data sets: the gallery and
N=(N 4') Truncation of the n-mode the probe [1]. The gallery set contains the set of gait sam-

-IN~ 'IN ples with known identities and it is used as the training set.
eigenvectors after Pn discards a portion of iTni+ n of The probe set is the testing set with gait samples of unknown
the total scatter in the n-th mode. Define the

in identities to be identified through matching against the gallerythe ota sctterin he -th ode Deinethe ratio of vari-
EP >(n)* set.

ations kept in the n-mode as Q(n) >Ipnn= )'i In the
rln=,/ in)

proposed method, the first Pn eigenvectors are kept in each Input gait sequences
mode so that the same (or similar) amount of variances (en-
ergy) is kept in each mode: Q() Q(2) Q(N) = Q.
This strategy is an extension of the dimensionality selection Cycle partition No nns Projection ontogeneration eigentensors
strategy in PCA to the multilinear case. The reason behind
this choice is that the loss of variations due to dimensionality is
reduction is approximately proportional to the sum of the cor- selection Projection into
responding eigenvalues of the discarded eigenvectors. Thus, Normalization LDA space
the variation loss resulted from discarding the least signifi- Discriminant
cant eigenvectors in each mode is low and truncation of least Analysis (LDA)nt
significant eigenvectors in all modes is advantageous. Gallery samples

Centering Classifier
Probe samples

2.4. Discussion on computational complexity

The time complexity for one iteration is studied. It is assumed Subject ID

that '1= 12 = T==IN _(HT< I for sim-
plicity. The most time-consuming steps are the formation of Fig. 1. MPCA plus LDA for gait recognition.
the matrices 4?(n), the eigen-decomposition of 4?(n), and the
computation of the multilinear projection Ym. 4?(n) is more An input gait sequence is firstly partitioned into a num-
efficiently computed using multilinear multiplication rather ber of gait samples. As in [7], each half gait cycle is treated
than Kronecker products. The computations of 4?(n), the Pn as a gait sample (3rd-order tensor) in this paper, which is ob-
eigenvectors of 4?(n) and Ym take O(MN. (N±1)) (UPPer tamed through counting the number of foregroundpixels in
bounded), O(I3) and O(N.* I(N±1)), respectively. The total the bottom half of each silhouette. This number sequence is
complexity is O((N + 1) MN *j(N±+1) + N * I3). smoothed with a running average filter and the minimums in

In MPCA, X and 4?(n) can be computed incrementally this sequence partition the sequence into several half gait cy-
by reading Xm or Xm sequentially without loss of informa- dles.
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Since MPCA takes samples of the same dimensions in all 4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
the modes for feature extraction, the input gait samples (half
cycles) need to be normalized to standard dimensions first. To evaluate the proposed framework, gait recognition experi-
The spatial (row and column) modes normalization is through ments are carried out on the USF HumanID "Gait Challenge"
image resizing and the time mode normalization is through data sets version 1.7 [1] for preliminary evaluation. The hu-
temporal interpolation as in [7]. The normalized tensor sam- man gait sequences in these data sets were captured under
ples are then centered by subtracting the mean obtained from different conditions (walking surfaces, shoe types and view-
the gallery samples. ing angles). The gallery set contains 71 sequences (subjects)

From the gallery set, a set of eigentensors are obtained, and seven experiments (probe sets) are designed for human
with Pn determined by a user-specified Q. For the task of gait identification. The capturing condition for each probe set
recognition, it should be noted that although with Pn < I1, is summarized in brackets after the probe name in Table 1,
some of the small variations and noise are removed but the re- where C,G,A,B,L,R, standing for cement surface, grass sur-
maining eigentensors encode not only the inter-subject vari- face, shoe type A, shoe type B, left view, and right view, re-
ations but also the intra-subject variations in the gallery set. spectively. The capturing condition of the gallery set is GAR.
Clearly not all of them are useful for recognition and a fea- The silhouette data extracted by the baseline algorithm [1]
ture selection strategy is proposed to select eigentensors ac- is the input to the proposed algorithm for fair comparison
cording to their class discriminability [11], which is defined against other gait recognition algorithms.
as the ratio of the between-class and within-class scatter, fol- There are 731 gait samples obtained in the Gallery set and
lowing the framework of [9]: each subject has an average of roughly 10 samples available.

The samples are normalized to a canonical size of '1 x I2 x

Definition 2. The class discriminability PlP2 PN for the 13 = 128 x 88 x 20. MPCA is then applied to extract features
eigentensor UPlP..from the half cycles (fXm, m 1, ..., M}) obtained from the

eigentensor I~P,P2 PN is defined as gallery set, with K = 1. The number of eigenvectors kept in
each mode is: Pi = 61, P2 = 42 and P3 = 17, determined

EC= N [YC(PI,P2, ...,PN) - Y(pi,P2, ,PN)] by setting Q() Q(2) Q(3)= Q = 0.97, which captures
- PY [Yrn(P1,P2, *-*,PN) - YcP(p,p2, *-,PN)] approximately 92% of the total variations of the gallery gait

(3) samples in the projected tensor subspace. The 1-mode unfold-
where C is the number of classes (subjects), M is the total ing, i.e., concatenating the frames of a sequence sequentially
number ofgait samples in the gallery set, Nc is the number of in a row, of two gait samples and the mean gallery gait sam-
gait samples for class (subject) c and Cm is the class labelfor ple, are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively.
the m'h gallery gait sample Xm. Ym is the feature tensor of The eigentensors obtained from the gallery gait sequences
Xm in the projected tensor subspace, the meanfeature tensor through MPCA are named EigenTensorGaits as in [7] and
Y = MZm Ym and the class mean feature tensor Yc LDA is applied on selected EigenTensorGaits to extract fea-
<N Eml,m=c Ym. tures for recognition. The results reported below are obtained

with Hy = 170, determined through empirical study. Fig-
For the selection, the entries in Ym are arranged into a fea- ure 2(c) shows the 1-mode unfolding of seven discriminative

ture vector Ym ordered according to FPIP2 PN in descending EigenTensorGaits for illustration. From the figure, it is ob-
order and only the first Hy entries of Ym are kept for classifi- served that the EigenTensorGaits act as a set of multireso-
cation, with Hy determined empirically or user-specified. lution filters, and the projection using them is very similar

A classical linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is then ap- to applying a filter bank in multiresolution analysis. Each
plied to obtain an MPCA+LDA approach for recognition, sim- EigenTensorGait can be viewed as a filter and the projection
ilar to the popular approach of PCA+LDA [12]. LDA seeks a is similar to a filtering process.
projection V to maximize the ratio of the between-class scat- To measure the similarity of one test sample feature z
ter matrix SB to the within-class scatter matrix Sw, where against NC sample features zn, of a subject c, the principle of
SW Zm (Yi S_c ) (Ym _c )T and Yc = N Z=C Yin, nearest neighbor classifier is applied. The matching score of
S 3~_

Y and- 1 v Th z with subject c is obtained as S(z, c) -minn, d(z, zn)-
C=1 Y Y M m Yn e Such a simple classifier is selected to study the performance

solution VldaT=arg maxv IVTSBVI= [viv2 ...VH .v ]where mainly contributed by the MPCA+LDA feature extraction al-
{Vhz, hZ 1, ..., HZ } is the set of generalized eigenvalues gorithm although better classifiers can be investigated. The
of SB and Sw corresponding to the HZ (. C -1) largest seven distance measures for vectors in [13] are tested and the
generalized eigenvalues {Ahz,h=1, ...,........... .,HZ }: SBVhZ = best results are obtained with the Mahalanobis+angle distance
AhZSwvhZ, /IZ 1,.........,HZ. Thus, the discriminant feature (MAD) measure: d(a, b) =ZhlzZl a(hZ).b(hZ)
vector Zmn iS obtained as: Zmr= V/daYm, and a classifier can \,/hz 2WHZ= a(hZ)2 EhZ= (z)
then be applied. where HZ CC-1= 70 and Ahz is the generalized eigen-
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fair comparison. The identification performance is measured
I by the Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) [1], which

____________________________________ plots identification rates PI within a given rank k (rank k re-

(a) 1-mode unfolding of two gait silhouette samples. sults report the percentage of probe subjects whose true match
' in the gallery set was in the top k matches). The detailed re-I iiAAAAAA&LKL ~ ~~~slt ae epcedusngth CCsinIi. I tdth 4mpr

(b) 1-mode unfolding of the mean of the gallery gait silhouette samples. ison with the state-of-the-art algorithms is in Table 1, where
the rank 1 and rank 5 identification rates are listed for each
probe (A to G) together with their averages. The best re-
sults for all the probe and rank combinations are highlighted
by boldface font in the table. From the table, MPCA+LDA

...has......ach ed........ ...the.. ...b est........o erall.. ....p ce. ..............in.. ..b th...... .rank.......1.. .and...

At. .I .A .i A. .l .l .A A.. a k 5 o p rd g is l h terag rtm ,ato g
.....partition... ......and.. al-... ..gorihms.A deaile.disussin an.furher.nalyis cn.b

Cumultiv.Mach.harcterstis.(allry.ize.71

Fig.2.Illustration of gait~~~Hsamplesveandbet oeEigenTensorGaitsoh.rnk an
E. .....~~~~~~~~~~

value defined in.. previou section.... .... ...4...E p..B(Proe:.GB..R.....-E....C.(Probe: .G.B..L)To.obtain.the matchin.score of.a.probe.seuence.p.with.3.....-x...D.(Probe:.C.A..R
N~~samples against a~~gallery.. seuec g.. with.. rnkNgmpsamples,ns20ltexothe El(Probe:hCs, R)hog
the approach in [6] is adopted,wwhichiproposedpthatsthegdis-cl0 -Ep.aFt(ProbeCnmatchnL) l

to probe and gallery sequences. If the probeummlatie andh galleryistcs (Gllse-SiRank1

idTenIticl Th 4dtal are hdecibe as followis:rieachiv probenFg .CCcrvsu orn 2 o PALA

Fg.and thautrogagaionstf p:i s(mp,l)~ j'~Sz~ hspprpooesandgaitTnsrGirecognition.............algorithm...........using.......MPCA..

valuN plusnLDA.nTheevnewsmuetiiinear prncpal cPompoentaayi

wTh otheihighes matching score S(p g)isob assigened towthe tesrsusaexflwrpiesinlt tha caPtures mostof
Nprobe e gant aleyequencewih gsaplsP.tevracsi h rgnlgi sample. MPrb-CA is uset

theaproposed[6ialgorithmdi whcmparedosagainst the dste- exrc atfauermgi Equne interntrltno

Mdce clcu(HMM) framewor [3],lthelin meartime itn rmalizatio esr fewrsfrrcgiin hsMC+D p
(tN)pob aldgorithm [6], nes ItheGatrnrgoIae(GEd galgorith prahfrgatrcgiio-stseiank teeprmetnh
[14]ende thre MPtecA-asged,agrthecmpuseingtaOSV trunca reutbhwtaeihasml casfe adsmlrpo
ietio(Mca-H)l7.Thedtisae baselined(BL aolgorith [1]h isalob cessing andCcclprtitipon ralgrihm) theporoMPoseLDAmeho
incplued fortthe sakes oftcmpeteganess.Fothe HMMer alosutefrmqhusaeofteateatreontinagoihs
rthmothen directgapproacischosalenfry complefatrisn For thi hsMC-aesprahi vr rmsn oatrcg
LatNhealgorinthm the LTNb seusingte silhouetten featureP(TN- ntohnete eno betrcgiin,adia egnr
S)aischosng fcore comparisn. otheGrbsqen mendthod thlere- alze tONteCevLopmeNt ofNthe FTensREsbpc algRithm
seuet nvolvingthe synoftheti templmateshare ncoteinlue forngteifuure

1 N44g47816$0O ©06IEEn =1 S(Zng,p). The identity of the gal2006lBimetricseymposiu



Table 1. Comparison of gait recognition through MPCA+LDA and the state-of-the-art gait recognition algorithms.
l__ W____ I (%) at Rank 1 ITFI (%) at Rank5

Probe BL HMM LTN GEI MPCA-HT MPCA+LDA BL HMM LTN GEI MPCA-HT MPCA+LDA
A (GAL) 79 99 94 100 94 99 96 100 99 100 99 100
B (GBR) 66 89 83 85 76 88 81 90 85 85 83 93
C (GBL) 56 78 78 80 66 83 76 90 83 88 81 88
D (CAR) 29 35 33 30 27 36 61 65 65 55 64 71
E (CBR) 24 29 24 33 36 29 55 65 67 55 52 60
F (CAL) 30 18 17 21 15 21 46 60 58 41 53 59
G (CBL) 10 24 21 29 19 21 33 50 48 48 48 60
Average 42 53 50 54 48 54 1641 74 72 67 68 76
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